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Abstract: We consider a test of expressive voting developed by Brennan and Lomasky (1993).
They point out that in presidential elections the probability of a tie, and casting a decisive vote,
increases “multi-billionfold” as the election becomes increasingly close. They conjecture that if voters
are instrumentally motivated there would be enormous increases in voter turnout for presidential
elections as they became close. When they find no consistent relationship between closeness and
turnout in presidential elections since 1940, they conclude their test justifies a “decisive rejection of
the instrumental voter hypothesis.” As dramatic as such a “multi-billionfold” increase is, we argue
it would not motivate voting if an instrumental payoff was the only motivation for doing so.
The Brennan–Lomasky test does give the correct result, but not for the reason they emphasize.
They do see reasons why voting turnout would be moderated other than the dramatic probability
of a decisive vote in close elections. Furthermore, they close their test by indicating that one reason
turnout might be higher in close elections is that they are more interesting, which is congenial to an
expressive account. We agree. We also argue that the observed tendency for voters to confirm their
biases rather than change their minds provides additional support for expressive voting.

Keywords: expressive voting; instrumental voting; voter turnout; rational voter apathy; rational
ignorance; confirmation bias

JEL Classification: D70; D72; H00

1. Introduction

Models based on expressive voting have yielded interesting results, implying support for such
things as charitable policies by uncharitable voters (Tullock 1971) and brutal policies by decent
voters (Lee and Murphy 2017). This represents a range of voter support difficult to imagine if
voters were motivated solely by instrumental considerations, but intuitively plausible if voters are
motivated by expressive considerations. The implications of expressive voting models not only are
interesting, but also are consistent with common voting behavior that is both heartening and troubling.
Yet, attempts to test whether voting decisions are influenced primarily by expressive motivations
under conditions (very low probability of a tied election) which imply that those motivations would
dominate instrumental motivations have been less than convincing.

The most popular approach for testing the explanatory power of expressive voting has been
based on evidence provided by laboratory experiments. A paper by Tyran and Wagner (2016)
indicates that the evidence favoring expressive voting is mixed. Of the nine papers they examine,
two support the expressive voting theory, three provide weak support, and four provide no support at
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all. Tyran and Wagner (2016, p. 15) see the mixed findings to be “found in limitations of the experiment
paradigms and techniques that have been used to identify expressive voting.”

We believe that stronger support exists for expressive motivations being the overwhelming,
indeed sole, impetus for going to the polls in which many millions are expected to turnout.
That support can be highlighted by a critical examination of a test of expressive voting put forth
by Brennan and Lomasky (1993, pp. 117–20) in their widely cited book. Their test is based on the
logic of expressive voting coupled with observations on the connection between the closeness of
U.S. presidential elections and voter turnout. Based on that test, Brennan and Lomasky reject the
instrumental voter hypothesis. Our examination of their test leads us to conclude that it always yields
the correct conclusion even though the central rationale for the test is flawed.

2. An Impressive but Meaningless Difference

Brennan and Lomasky (1993, pp. 117–20) test of the expressive voter model is grounded
in an unquestionable mathematical result that leads to a testable conjecture. The unquestionable
mathematical result is that the probability of a tied election rises dramatically (“multi-billionfold”)
as it becomes increasingly close. That result obviously implies that the instrumental payoff to
voting increases by the same “multi-billion fold” amount as the election becomes increasingly close.
Their conjecture is that “[i]f voting is solely instrumental, then one would expect enormous changes in
turnout with quite small changes in expected closeness” (p. 118; emphasis in original). The conjecture
is easily tested with evidence from presidential elections, and clearly found to be incorrect.1 Thus, they
state: “In our view, the fact that increases in expected closeness do not have a spectacular positive effect
on voter turnout comes as close as one can in this muddy life to a decisive rejection of the instrumental
voter hypothesis.”2 (p. 119)

Interestingly, Brennan and Lomasky did not expect enormous changes in turnout. Leading up
to and after discussing their test, they point to other reasons why large turnout increases should not
be expected in very close elections. For example, only those prospective voters “on the margin of
participation” (p. 118) would be affected by an increase in the probability of a tied election. Yet they
continue to emphasize that “even if the expected difference is one-tenth of the actual—the probability
of being decisive in the close election would have been many billions of times greater than in the
non-close ones, and the expected corresponding benefit correspondingly so” (pp. 119–20). We find
their emphasis on the startling increase in the probability of a tie as elections become close to be a
misleading distraction to their case for expressive voting despite the accuracy of the math.

The problem with the Brennan and Lomasky emphasis on the multi-billionfold increase in the
instrumental payoff is that such an increase would create, at most, a miniscule incentive for an
instrumentally motivated potential voter to become an actual voter. Before explaining why, it helps
to consider the approximate sizes of the probabilities being discussed, assuming an election with
100 million voters, roughly the turnouts of recent U.S. presidential elections. Let PT be the probability
of a tied election by assuming that every voter is equally likely to vote for either one of two candidates.

1 We follow Brennan and Lomasky in assuming a presidential election with 100 million and one voters casting a vote for one
of two candidates with the winner winning by one vote. So, the probability of a decisive vote (really 50 million and one
decisive votes) is equal to the probability of a tied vote without one of the votes for the winner. Obviously, this ignores the
complications created by the electoral college which creates the possibility of a higher probability of decisive votes being
cast by one-half plus one of the voters in a small state in which the election is known to be extremely close and turns to be a
swing state. This higher probability would have to be multiplied by the probability of the small state have more electoral
college votes than the difference in those votes from the other states. Of course, a very large state, such as California is likely
to be a swing state, but it is extremely unlikely that its presidential votes are decided by one vote. We would like to thank an
unknown referee for mentioning the electoral college complication.

2 Brennan and Lomasky follow this comment by stating “[n]or does one need ‘elaborate statistical technique” to make this
point”’ (p. 119). We agree that “elaborate statistical technique” is not needed since, as we are about to argue, potential voters
motivated by instrumental interests would remain nonvoters in a presidential election no matter how close it is expected
to be.
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And let PC be the probability of a tied election when every voter is slightly more likely to vote
for the favored candidate than for the other candidate. In that case PT is closely approximated by
0.00008 percent, or 8 one hundred thousandths of one percent. To approximate the value of PC,
we assume that each voter votes for the favored candidate with a probability of 51%, which means PC

effectively is 1/∞, or 0.3

The relative difference in these two probabilities, and in the instrumental payoffs in the two
elections just described, are clearly as dramatic as Brennan and Lomasky claim, with the ratio PT/PC

being effectively infinite. But dramatic relative differences can be completely irrelevant to practical
decision making.4 A more salient way to look at the differences in the two probabilities is as the ratio
of the probabilities that an individual vote will be indecisive in the two elections just considered,
or (1 − PT)/(1 − PC). The ratio of these probabilities is (1–0.00008)/1, or 0.99992. As practical advice to
a voter, rationally ignorant or otherwise, it would be more helpful to say that the probability of casting
an indecisive vote is effectively 1 in both of the presidential elections than to say that the probability of
casting a decisive vote is many billions of times greater in the former than in the latter election.

As far as the effect of the probability differences on the turnout of instrumental voters, the same
advice—“it doesn’t make any difference”—is still sound. Certainly, no instrumentally motivated voter
who is not voting when the probability of casting a decisive vote is 1/∞ is going to rush to the polls to
take advantage of a marginal increase in the probability of casting a decisive vote, even if the marginal
increase is multi-billions of times larger than the probability 1/∞. This suggests that when Brennan
and Lomasky tell us that only those “on the margin of participation” (p. 118) would be affected by
the increase in the expected probability of a tied election, they are effectively referring to all would-be
instrumentally motivated voters, since none of them will be voting before the expected closeness
occurs, not just the few they lead us to believe they are talking about. And those voters will still be
marginal, or inactive, instrumental voters after the multi-billionfold increase in the probability of a tie.

But wait. If you still have doubts about the instrumental impotence of the multi-billionfold
probability increase from PC to PT, there is more. Even though Brennan and Lomasky concentrate on
the influence of changing probabilities of tied elections, they do mention the costs of voting, which
include things like the opportunity costs of registering to vote, going to polls, waiting in line and
possibly, though unlikely, giving serious thought to the candidates and their policy positions. They do
point out that these costs have more negative influence on voter turnout than the positive influence
of dramatic relative increases in the probability of a tied election, at least in part because those costs
affect the decisions of both instrumental and expressive voters. But they do not include them in their
test. Yet, voting costs make it even more obvious that the dramatic increases in the probability of a
tied election Brennan and Lomasky are considering are highly unlikely to turn dormant instrumental
voters into active instrumental voters. For example, assume that the opportunity cost of voting in a
presidential election is $20, a modest amount given that high-opportunity-cost people are more likely
to vote than low-opportunity-cost people. If instrumental voters are aware that the probability of a
tie has increased to 0.00008, then it would require an instrumental payoff of $250,000 from casting a
decisive vote to expect to cover the cost of voting. Even if a voter overestimated the probability of
casting a decisive vote by a factor of 100, it would require an instrumental payoff of $2500 from casting

3 The probabilities of a tied election with 100 million voters are derived from Brennan and Lomasky (1993, p. 57, Table 4.1).
The table gives several differences in the probability that each voter will vote for one of two candidates or policies, with
the first being 0, meaning a 0.5 probability for each, and the last being 0.01, meaning a 0.51 probability for the favorite and
a 0.49 probability for the other. The column below each probability is the dollar payoff from casting a decisive vote that
would be required to give the voter an expected return of one dollar, given the number of voters shown in the far-left hand
column. Those numbers go from 101 to 100 million. We made use of the 0 and 0.01 columns and the 100 million voters row.
At the 100 million, 0 coordinate is 12,500 which implies the probability of a tied election is 1/(12,500) or 0.00008. For the
100 million, 0.01 coordinate is ∞, which implies a probability of a tied election of effectively 0.

4 Consider space travel. The MACSO647-JD galaxy is about 13.3 billion light years from earth, but the instrumental payoff
from sending a space probe there is indistinguishable from sending one to the Andromeda X1 galaxy, which is only
2.4 million light years from earth.
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a decisive vote to cover the cost of voting.5 On the other hand, it is easy to imagine an expressive voter
receiving, with a probability of 1, enough expressive satisfaction from voting to comfortably exceed
the $20 cost of voting.

Again, we see Brennan and Lomasky’s focus on the effect of close elections on probabilities of
tied elections as a misleading distraction in their case for expressive voting. In other words, the effect
of large relative increases in miniscule probabilities of a tied election on voter turnout is miniscule.

We believe that if there is a tendency for increased voter turnout when elections are close, it is
the result of expressive voters responding to the additional attention close elections receive, not of
instrumental voters responding to the dramatic increases in the probability of a tied vote as elections
become close. Brennan and Lomasky’s test will always be correct by seeing small increase, or no
increases at all, as justifying the rejection of the instrumental voter hypothesis, but for the wrong reason.

It is not even clear that Brennan and Lomasky will disagree with our criticism. As they say in
concluding the discussion of their test:

Close contests in the sporting arena are more engaging and induce more spectator interest
than clear-cut contests. Given the analogy between voter and spectator behavior, it would
surely not be implausible if closer contests induced more involvement in the electoral setting
as well. In that sense, some small connection between closeness and turnout of the kind
that empirical work seems to reveal (or at least does not reject) is quite congenial to the
expressive account. (p. 120)

3. Conclusions

The concepts of rational voter apathy, rational voter ignorance and expressive voting are all
based on the small probability that an individual’s vote will be decisive, at least in large-participation
elections. As far as we know, there has been little controversy about the influence of instrumental or
expressive motivations of voters on the validity of rational voter apathy or ignorance.

Downs (1957, p. 48) clearly assumes instrumental voting when stating that “[a] rational voter first
decides what party will benefit him the most . . . [but] even if he prefers party A, he is wasting his vote
on A, if it has no chance of winning . . . the relevant choice in this case is between B and C. Since a
vote for A is not useful in the actual process of selection, casting it is irrational.” There is no indication
of an expressive benefit here.6 When considering voter apathy, or abstaining (p. 265) Downs points
out that “voting is inherently costly . . . [and] since the returns to voting are often miniscule, even
low voting cost may cause many partisan citizens to abstain.” In considering rational apathy, or what
they call “rational abstention,” Brennan and Lomasky (1993, pp. 65–66) see “[t]he general thrust of
the public choice literature on the turnout issue is to argue that the probability of being decisive is
nothing like large enough to explain turnouts that are observed without appealing to something other
than instrumental returns.” (p. 66). They then consider Nash equilibrium models that attempt to
show how “substantial voter turnout may occur in a totally instrumental, outcome-oriented polity” (p.
66). While Brennan and Lomasky “do not deny that some equilibria of this kind may exist in some
cases—[they] believe the prospect unlikely. What [they] do deny is that the resulting equilibria much

5 People commonly respond to the argument that a vote is unlikely to make any difference in the outcome of an election
by pointing to close elections, such as the Florida presidential election in 2000. But the final official count had a 537-vote
difference between Bush and Gore. So, one more vote for Bush would have made no difference. But this does not mean that
people cannot convince themselves that their vote is far more likely to be decisive than it is. Findings by Kahneman and
Tversky, and reported in Kahneman (2011, p. 315–16), indicate that voters tend to respond to probabilities less than 1 as
if they are zero. Yet, if a highly improbably event becomes the focus of attention, like a terrorist attack, the probability of
it occurring can be perceived as far greater than it is. Whether this means that some people really believe their vote in a
presidential election is likely to be decisive seems to us to be pushing rational voter ignorance a little too far.

6 Downs (1957, p. 46) does say “[t]hat to decide what impact each government act has upon his [the voter’s] income,
he appraises it as good or bad in light of his own view of ‘the good society’.” And it appears he is referring here to
“hypothetical streams of utility income.” Yet this “income” does not seem to help offset the cost of voting when deciding to
vote or not to vote in Down’s discussion.
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resemble those we observe in electoral practice” (p. 69). What all this seems to say in a qualified way is
that expressive voting is the most reasonable explanation for why voting turnouts in large-participation
elections are anywhere near as high as they are.

The empirical evidence is overwhelming that a large percentage of voters in large-participation
elections lack such basic information on the political process as who their political representatives
are, the position of those representatives on important issues, or the pros and cons of the different
positions.7 None of this evidence on rational voter ignorance depends on whether voters are motivated
by instrumental or expressive interests. One might argue, along the lines of Brennan and Lomasky,
that if the dominant reason for voting is instrumental then a dramatic increase in the probability
of a tied election, and therefore of a decisive vote, would not only motivate an increase in voter
turnout, but also the average voter’s being more informed politically to better evaluate the relative
instrumental payoffs from alternative voting decisions. We know of no attempt to use this logic,
along with possible reductions in voter ignorance as elections got close, to conduct a test of the
instrumental voter hypothesis. There are two reasons why we would not expect such a test to be
attempted. First, as we have argued in this paper, even the most dramatic increase in the probability of
a tie in the large-participation elections being considered would have little, if any, effect on either voter
turnout of instrumental voters, or on their desire to become more informed politically. Second, it is
much easier to measure changes in voter turnout than to measure how the political ignorance of the
average voter changes as the probability of tied elections increases.

Interestingly, if instrumental voters exist and could be identified, we would expect them to be
more informed politically on average than voters motivated solely by expressive satisfaction for a
reason having nothing to do with the probability of tied elections. The return received by an expressive
voter depends entirely on how good he feels about voting for something or someone he believes to
be worthy of the support of decent people like himself, such as those he identifies with as friends,
associates, and role models. Such beliefs might result from serious study of complicated issues,
but often they develop from the tendency to be in agreement with the views that prevail in one’s social
group, agreement which serves one’s interest in becoming or remaining an accepted member of that
group. The satisfaction one gets from such beliefs as a voter and a member of a like-minded group
depends far more on retaining the prevailing beliefs of one’s ideological tribe than it does on their
accuracy.8 So, once an expressive voter has developed a political ideology that allows him to acquire
a sense of moral virtue at little personal cost at the polls, and to enjoy the political comradery of his
ideological fellow travelers, he has little motivation to seek out information that might call his political
beliefs into question. Of course, arguments hostile to one’s political beliefs cannot be completely
avoided, but they can be, and typically are, easily neutralized with confirmation bias. If most voters
voted instrumentally because they believed their vote was likely to be decisive, they would be more
open to arguments indicating that their political beliefs are mistaken. The fact that confirmation bias
is recognized as a strong influence on voting decisions is further evidence that voting is primarily
motivated by expressive instead of instrumental interests.9

This short paper should not be thought of as a criticism of Brennan and Lomasky’s impressive
book, Democracy & Decision. It is the seminal work on expressive voting, containing 225 pages of
insights on the theory and applications of one of the key contributions of public choice to voting.
Our paper considers only four of those pages to argue that the dramatic increase in the probability of
a tie in a large-participation election is far less important to their rejection of the instrumental voter
hypothesis than they seem to indicate. We believe that our argument adds insight into the theory of
expressive voting and that Brennan and Lomasky will agree. We hope so.

7 See Somin (2016, chp. 1).
8 See Mason (2018). The entire book is relevant to this discussion, but particularly Chapter 1.
9 See Nickerson (2016).
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